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Wednesday night

May 5, 1943

Rush tennis shoes (my feet hurt!)

Dear Shirley,

First of all a hint — you don’t need to send Grace Church calendars in your
letters as the church sends me one every week.

I liked your Senior Ball programs. I take it that you think that it was your best
dance ever. That’s the way I still feel about our Senior Ball. Who’s Mac; Bill;
Grace? I’m sending your program back for I feel sure that you will want to keep
it.

I had a letter from Billy Jim. He’s to be a front line rifleman.

What’s wrong with the Rock’s pitching staff? Servino seems to be the only hot
prospect. Does Callahan look like he used to under Berry?

The rearranged class schedule now has me taking classes from 7:00 A.M. till
5:00 P.M. with only a break of half an hour for lunch but I’m beginning to enjoy
it. For the final of our first half of geography I placed fourth in the class - 69,
passing was 40. And I pulled a 70 for physics, a 100
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for a logarithm test and a 90 for an algebra test.

It’s hot here! We get into suntans though next Saturday.

Did you send a copy of Bill Hyde’s picture to his family? I’m giving the boys
their pictures and I wish you would make others from the negatives and keep
them home for me. The boy in suntans on the walk is the only one still with
me — Charles Hammel of Hadonfield and Drexel. The boy in trunks — Joe
Monosky — was unbeaten Dusquesne’s left end. The other boy in suntans —
John Springer - and the left boy of the duo — Warren Mikels— are Dickinson
Boys. The other two are — Doug Minton (Tennessee) — and — Matt Michinski
(Bucknel). They are all at Whittenberg College in Springfield, Ohio.

That was quite a letter from Major Yost. It caused quite a comment when I
showed it around. Could you send me a copy (you type it after the good job
with my letter) as I haven’t time.

We were inspected by a group of Captains from Randolph Field today.

No space so goodbye.

Love,
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Lee
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